LOCOMOTIVES
and the 2.32am NEWSPAPER

501 Mons at Neasden, not long after being built and still in full GCR livery. These engines did all the best main-line work at Neasden
including for a time the 2.32 Newspaper.
The story of this overnight express, so well-known in
Great Central lore, has been largely dominated by
the Class B3 4-6-0s during its LNERyears. This is almost
entirely because of the writings of Mr R.H.N.Clements,
who spent a considerable period of time in the years
1929-1931 making records of the train. An article loosely
based on some of these experiences appeared in the SIS
Journal of December 1959 was written by Mr Clements
under the unusual pseudonym of '5267' - presumably a
reference to the GC Atlantic of that number - and
reached a wider audience when it was reprinted some
years later in a volume entitled Essays in Steam, edited by
John F.CIay. This latter, although covering all of the 'Big
Four' is considerably weighted towards the LNER, yet
the 5267 item is the only one dealing with a GC subject a reflection of course of the very secondary position
which the Marylebone line occupied in the LN ER scheme
of things, or at any rate a reflection of Mr Clay's
perception of these matters (there is nothing at all dealing
with the GER lines). The volume thus embodies a rather
restricted choice of topics, though this is not of course to
take away anything from the content, and Mr Clay
deserves credit for bringing the 5267 item to notice.
Because of the great interest taken in the 2.32am by
Mr Clements, the B3 engines have become as already
mentioned much associated with this train, but in fact
their period in charge of it was no more than a phase in
the ever-evolving panorama of LNER locomotive
utilisation, although jt was undoubtedly a lengthy one

compared to the use made of other types, at least up to
the outbreak of World War Two. A search through
various published sources has proved fruitful in revealing
the utilisation of other classes, and for the sake of
completeness these details are included here.
The Railway Magazine of June 1923 refers to the
2.32am (described as Marylebone to Nottingham
Arkwright Streeet) being worked by DI I Directors 5501
Mons, 5509 Prince Albert and 5510 Princess Mary, all of
course stationed at Neasden at this time. The first of this
trio had in these early days been associated with Driver
Harry Bailey, a man very much in the mould of GCR fasttrain drivers as he had been on express work since before
the start of World War One, and at the Grouping he was
probably regarded as the leading driver at Neasden Loco.
It was entirely in keeping therefore that he should be
given charge of DI I Mons, one of the latest types to be
allocated to the London shed, and already very popular
by virtue of the reputation which had been carved out by
the very similar D10s, these having more or less made
their home at Neasden in the Great War years and
beyond. However Driver Bailey's experience of the new
engine was destined to be brief, as very soon after the
Grouping he was chosen for promotion to Locomotive
Inspector. This advancement stemmed directly from
W.G.RMaclure, formerly Loco Running Superintendent
of the GCR and now himself promoted to take charge of
Locomotive Running over the whole of the LNER
Southern Area. With total authority over all footplate
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matters, he had always been noted for his reliance on
small cadres of specially favoured drivers, and he
continued to operate in much the same way during the
period of his LNERappointment.
The three Directors mentioned above featured in an
article in Cecil J.Allen's long-running British Locomotive
Practice & Performance series in the Railway Magazine of
June 1923, all timed on the 2.32am. Unfortunately no
dates are available, but the journeys appear to have been
made before Grouping, with the engines of course still in
their original Great Central colours In addition Mr Allen
mentions a much earlier run with Atlantic No.363, driven
by Harry Bailey, This, together with the reference to the
Directors tells us that in the pre-LNER days, and it would
seem for some time after, the Newspapertrain was in the
top-link roster, the DI I s of course having been sent to
Neasden in 1920 and quickly put onto the best work.
Thus they would be the normal choice for the 2.32 job.
These arrangements, as we shall see, were shortly to
change.
Perhaps the most noticeable thing about the details
given in the 1923 article is the much lighter loadings. On
the night when Prince Albert was in charge, for instance,
the weight of the train was given as 15Stons (six coaches),
a very modest load indeed compared with the average of
later years. The heaviest of the loads quoted was 200
tons, worked by Princess Mary. It is clear therefore from a
comparison with the loads given by R.H. N.Clements that
in succeeding years the 2.32 had become very much
heavier, with the average number of vehicles rising to as
much as nine. Why this considerable increase should
have taken place this writer is unable to say, but it must
presumably reflect a greater volume of business in the
newspaper sphere; these years were of course very
much the heyday of the daily paper, with the population
at large now much more literate than had been the case

in former times, and the radio had not yet come into its
own as the bearer of the latest news. The very wide
range of papers available in those days makes this clear,
most of them having long since ceased to appear apart
from a few very notable exceptions. From the railway
point of view the 2.32 became a very heavy working,
especially so given the difficult nature of the GC road, and
it may have been this noticeable increase in loading that
brought about the changes shortly to be described.
As for the men who had charge of the 2.32 in those
earlier years, we have already come across the name of
Harry Bailey, and others who were active in the top link
at this time were Drivers Clark, Gallamore, Johnson and
Caine. These were all well-established figures at
Neasden, the shed being organised on much the same
system as Gorton in the matter of links, with a small
group of senior men in charge of all the best turns, and
given the opportunity to work on the locomotives of
their choice - which at Neasden of course meant the
Directors. The whole place was a textbook example of
the methods employed by the all-powerful Percy
Maclure.
The schedule in those early years was much the same
as later on, with the train making calls at Brackley, Rubgy
and Leicester. Speeds were high, and in his SIS journal
article of later years R.H.N.Clements remarks on this,
claiming that the average speed of close on 60mph was in
those days a remarkable achievement; "the GC, without
anyone even noticing the fact, accelerated their
newspaper train to cover the 66.4 miles in 66 minutes
running time, including two intermediate stops," is how
he describes the schedule, pointing out that at that time
60mph bookings were very rare. So the 2.32 was
something of a crack train, and that no doubt is why
Directors were in charge of it in the post-1918 years.
Likewise the reason why the fast schedule was not much

New arrival. Photographed at some date between its return from the GN Section in 1927 and conversion to Caprotti gear just over
two years later, 6166 Earl Haig is still in virtual GCR condition apart from the change to Gresley snifting-valves- compare with previous
picture. The Neasden coaling-stage can be seen behind.
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noticed was because most students of the railway, what
few there were in those days, were in bed asleep during
the time the train was running.
The Neasden engine made its appearance in
Marylebone station about 2am, though the parcel vans of
which the train mostly consisted were already at the
platform, waiting of course for the delivery of papers
from Fleet Street. The station featured an entrance for
road vehicles towards the outer end of the platforms,
giving direct access from the Rossmore Road bridge
above, which meant that the delivery vans could enter
the station at either end and after unloading could leave in
the same direction without the need to turn round.
There was also a small amount of passenger
accommodation included in the train, and any traveller
who arrived with time to spare, perhaps after missing an
earlier train, was able to settle down and have a snooze
before departure. Passengers of course were very few at
this hour, and Mr.Clements mentions that he was alone
on more than one occasion.

necessary locomotive duties before their return. After
arrival back at Marylebone the Director was released
from its train and went back to the shed, the men having
completed a shift of a little over the normal eight hours.
This remained the pattern for much of the LNER period.
It was late in the year 1927 that certain significant
changes took place, heralded by the arrival at Neasden
Loco of two Class B3 4-6-0s. This event took place in the
last week of October, and although there is no other
evidence to indicate exactly what was taking place we
may assume that these arrivals of engines which had
never previously been based at the London end of the
GC system were connected with adjustments to the
working of the 2.32, the change being made either at the
time of their first appearance or shortly after. The engines
concerned were 6166 Earl Haig and 6169 Lord Faringdon,
neither of them entirely unfamiliar to the Neasden
footplate staff as they had both been seen working
frequently to Marylebone in the last years of the GCR,
though it is unlikely that any of the London drivers had

Now fitted with Caprotti valves, Earl Haig is once again at Neasden, its tender well coaled in expectation of some heavy work ahead.
On arrival at Leicester the Neasden engine came off,
and was then turned and prepared for its next trip in the
usual way. The 2.32 was taken forward by a Leicester
engine, normally an Atlantic, and this seems to have been
the unvarying pattern of working over a good number of
years, certainly during most if not all of the LNER period.
The return working of the Neasden engine took place at
an hour when most people were just beginning to rise
from their beds, as for most if not all of the LNER years it
involved a departure at 6.10am on a LeicesterMarylebone stopping train, which completed the journey
at 9.46 after calling at all stations en route. This train had
originally started from Nottingham Victoria at 5.20, with
the engine giving way to the homegoing Neasden
Director at Leicester, and for the crew of the latter it
provided a fairly restful return trip after the exertions of
the early hours. As laid down for 1925, the diagram
provided for an arrival in Leicester Central at 4.26, this
giving the crew a little over and hour and a half for the

ever had the opportunity to take hold of one, as they
themselves would have described it, since the two
engines were manned by senior Gorton crews, and
because of the very exalted nature of the work these
important visitors were jealously guarded during their
overnight stay in London.
The B3s had had something of an odd existence up to
this time. At the time when Lord Faringdon, the first of the
Class, took the rails in 1917 it was obvious that the new
type was intended to be the very last word in GCR
express-passenger design, and compared with the other
fast-passenger types then in existence, even the imposing
Sam Fays, the new arrival probably looked the part if only
on the grounds of size alone. An indication of the sort of
future that was planned for them can be glimpsed from
the fact that when the rest of the Class began to appear in
1920 they were put onto the best turns, on which they
apparently performed regularly during the last three
years of the company's existence, though they did not
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entirely monopolise this as three of the Class were sent
to work from Immingham. However with the launch of
the LN ER they were soon moved more or less en bloc to
the GN Section at Kings Cross and were set to work on
the newly-introduced Pullmans a matter discussed in
past Issues of this magazine as well as many other
published sources. From the GCR point of view this
wholesale transfer has been seen in hindsight as part of a
series of moved involving other GC engine types, putinto
effect (of course) by Percy Maclure in order to
demonstrate to all and sundry the virtues of the various
Gorton designs.
There is no question that something of the sort took
place, but in the case of the B3s there is another possible
explanation. By the spring of 1923 almost certainly, the
gilt had begun to wear off the gingerbread as far as these
imposing 4-6-0s were concerned, as they had never quite
managed to live up to all that was expected of them. That
they were capable to working through between
Manchester and Marylebone there can be no question,
and clearly if they had been found unable to do the work
satisfactorily they would never have lasted on it as long as
they did. But the Gorton crews, all of them vastly
experienced in the handling of Robinson engines, had
found that to keep time with the heavier loads that were
very much the norm in the immediate postwar years the
B3s were burning coal at an unacceptable rate, and at the
same time stories were beginning to circulate round
Gorton of the prowess of the Directors, working at that
time from the London end. A feeling of dissatisfaction
was in the air, and with this state of affairs making itself
known to Maclure, a regular weekend visitor to the shed
and always more than ready to talk things over with the

senior men, the end result was that the B3s were
offloaded onto Kings Cross, with the Gorton crews now
taking charge of Directors in their stead. The latter
association was to last almost until the start of World War
Two. In fairness it cannot be said with absolute certainty
thatthisdid in fact take place, but given the fact that when
they eventually came back to the GC Section a few years
later the B3s were never restored to their previous
distinguished position in the roster makes it appear a very
strong possibility.
Their work on the GN Section does not concern us
here, though it undoubtedly had its ups and downs, and in
the long run the big 4-6-0s were found to be inferior to
the much older GN Atlantics, a matter discussed at some
length in earlier Issues of this magazine. On their return
to home metals in the spring of 1927 the clock was at first
turned back to 1923, with all of them going once again
into the Gorton top link, but this state of affairs was of
short duration. In some ways it seems surprising that they
were entrusted once again with the best work, and it is
possible that some detail improvements may have been
made to them, for example the fitting of improved
piston-rings which was apparently going ahead in some
quarters. Whatever the truth of this it soon became clear
that the B3s were no better than they had been during
their previous existence as top-link engines, and it is at
this point that the transfer to Neasden takes its place in
the story.
One hesitates to say that by this time the B3s were
becoming something of an embarrassment to the
Running Department, but the statement is not without its
justification. The principal GC Section passenger services
had operated perfectly satisfactorily for several years

Converted similarly to Earl Haig, Lord Stuart ofWortiey is in the sidings at Neasden, with the shed building visible behind.

without them, and with loadings now declining were to be put very much to the test in their new
considerably after the postwar 'bulge' there was even less environment.
likelihood of the B3s finding a place on these duties. So it
Their long service on the Newspaper shows that they
was that during the course of 1927 they were divided proved able to meet the demands of the work, but there
between three of the most important GC sheds, namely can of course be no question that the redoubtable
Gorton, Neasden and Immingham. Gorton retained Directors would have been perfectly capable of doing
three of them, Nos. 6I64|5|7, Neasden the pair likewise. In fact the records made by R.H.N.CIements
mentioned above, and Immingham received the odd one include a number of occasions when Directors were in
out, 6168 Lord Stuart ofWortley. These allocations were charge of the 2.32, and in his article he makes mention of
by no stretch of the imagination permanent, and indeed a run behind 5436 Sir Berkeley Sheffield, with Jim Johnson
that could be said of all the various transfers of the B3s, at the regulator, where apparently time was kept, with
the frequency of their moves from one shed to another some fast running on the Brackley-Rugby section. In any
probably being something of a record, and such a thing is event of course, with only two B3s on hand, there would
not, generally speaking, a good sign as far as the certainly have been occasions when the rostered engine
reputation of a locomotive is concerned.
was not available - especially after they were fitted with
The arrival of the two unfamiliar newcomers at Caprotti valve-gear - which would have meant, almost
Neasden must presumably have given rise to some certainly, that a Director would have to deputise. So the
discussion as to how they could best be utilised, and arrangements that were made for the night trains are not
according to one source the senior drivers themselves without their curious side. Neasden could obviously have
were involved in these confabulations, though of course managed perfectly well without them, and there is a
this was after all the way things had always been done on definite impression that the Loco Running Department
the GC in former times. The upshot of the deliberations were searching for some means of making efficient use of
was that an entirely new link was created, made up of them.
three turns; these were the 2.32, the !0pm Manchester
The fact that the B3s must have done reasonably well
Mail and, to give the crews a respite from continuous on the night turns however is if anything supported by the
night work, the I Oam Manchester-Bradford express. In fact that in 1928 the allocation increased from two to
his SIS journal article Mr Clements remarks that the new three with the arrival of Lord Stuart ofWortley during July.
link consisted entirely of night work, but this was There were now enough of them to cover the three
apparently not the case, and indeed it is unlikely that the diagrams mentioned above, though how often a B3
men concerned would have agreed to such an worked the morning Bradford express is open to
arrangement. It is not possible to say precisely when the question. Perhaps the reason behind the transfer of this
new arrangements went into operation, but with only additional B3 was to ensure that a replacement was
two B3s to call on they were presumably earmarked for available in the event of a failure, though of course this still
the night turns, which were considerably heavier than leaves unanswered the question of how the extra engine
the Bradford train, and therefore would have been was expected to be used during the day. A large and
worked by one of the shed's Directors.
powerful engine such as a B3 could only be economically
It is not without interest that the powers-that-be at employed on some kind of main-line work.
Neasden, headed presumably by Matt Robinson, son of
As for the drivers who made up the new link, the
the designer and currently District Loco Running original trio were Jim Johnson, Harry Caine and Herbert
Superintendent, readily made the assumption that the Threadgold, all vastly experienced main-line men whose
4-6-0s would be more suitable for the heavy expresses record of express work extended back to pre-First War
than the Directors. There seems to have been a definite days. Why these men should have been willing to sacrifice
feeling on the GCR that, perhaps because of the the status which accrued from membership of the top
notorious difficulties of the Manchester-Marylebone link and be willing to take on regular night work two
road, six coupled wheels were better than four on all but weeks out of three is obviously a matter for conjecture.
the very fastest trains, which usually meant the lighter Perhaps it was a question of remuneration, although
ones. In fact, the performances put up by the Directors working in the night link brought at least one advantage,
from their first introduction prior to the First World War for one no longer had to undertake the Manchester
should have put paid to this idea, but for whatever reason lodging turn which was part of the top link, and which for
it does not appear to have done so. We have already obvious reasons was never popular. Later on, the three
noted that after the war Gorton was using the B3s on the drivers mentioned gave way to ayounger generation, the
London trains, as well as Sam Fays. Hence when Neasden newcomers being Drivers Wardle, Summerland and
acquired its two B3s it seems to have been taken for Stephens. It is pity that so little is known about these
granted that they would find their niche on the heavy various individuals, for in the last resort it was of course
night turns. And yet paradoxically, as Mr Clements was at their skill and experience which brought the best out the
pains to point out in his article, the 2.32 was in fact one of somewhat doubtful B3s.
the fastest trains on the entire GC Section. So the B3s
On the locomotive front, Lord Farlngdon left Neasden
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Ear/ Haig on an Up stopping passenger train at Aylesbury, possibly the 6.1 Oam return from Leicester.
in November 1928, reducing the B3 allocation to two
once again. Earl Haig had a very brief absence during
October and November, but its return signalled the start
of what turned out to be quite a lengthy spell at the
London shed, given the frequency of B3 transfers which
has already been remarked on, as it remained there until
the spring of 1933. During this period it was converted to
Caprotti valve-gear, and this obviously was an important
development as far as Neasden was concerned.
As readers will be aware, both Earl Haig and Lord
Stuart ofWortley were chosen to receive the conversion,
the work being carried out in the latter part of 1929. The
latter was the first to be modified, though by the time it
went into Gorton works it had already left Neasden,
being replaced by No.6167 in June. It eventually returned
south early in 1930, and we may assume that its spell in
Manchester was taken up with the trials which would
obviously follow the conversion. The use of Caprotti
valves was not by any means new on the LNER by this
time, but all previous conversions had been on the Lentz
system, which was quite different from the Caprotti, and
this was the first time that the latter gear had ever been
fitted to an LNER locomotive.
Converted towards the close of 1929, Earl Haig
returned to Neasden in the usual way, so the position at
the start of 1930 was that there were now three B3s in
London, namely No.6167 and Lord Faringdon, which had
arrived from Gorton in the spring of 1929, together with
the converted No.6166. Lord Stuart ofWortley came back
during March, but three of the Class was evidently
considered to be sufficient, as within a day or two of its
arrival Lord Faringdon was sent to Immingham. Thus for
the rest of that year the two Caprotti B3s and No.6167
formed the Neasden allocation.
Considering the notable degree of success which the
Caprotti arrangement was to achieve in the postwar era,
one would expect that there would be some evidence of
improvement in the performance of the converted B3s,
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but very little appears to have gone on record. It is said in
many accounts of the modification that an improvement
in fuel consumption was expected, and there are figures
in publication which indicate a generally more
economical performance, but it does not appear to have
been very great. There certainly does not seem to have
been any sort of story doing the rounds suggesting that
the new-style B3 was a vastly transformed machine. In a
well-known article about Gorton, S.C.Townroe quotes
local fireman Jack Hepplestone as saying that the
powerful exhaust of Earl Haig would 'blow the roof off
London Road station,' but of course the explosive beat of
the converted engines was caused by the rapid opening
and closing of the poppet valves, and could not be taken
as evidence of a general improvement in performance.
Perhaps the truth was, as voiced by Mr Kuretscha, the
Caprotti representative, when travelling on the footplate
of No.6167 after it had been freshly modified in the late
thirties, that to get the best results from the gear it was
necessary to design a locomotive round it, rather than to
adapt an existing type. However, looking ahead to the
success which the LMS achieved shortly after the war,
this does not appear to have been the case, as they did no
more than fit the Caprotti gear to what was in effect a
basic Class 5 4-6-0. One would have though also that if
there had been a really dramatic improvement in the
converted B3s, R.H.N.Clements would have got to hear
about it given his frequent contacts with Neasden, but
nothing of this kind is mentioned in his article. His only
comment on the rebuildings is that, having expected
great things from Nos.6166 and 6168 when they took up
work at Neasden following conversion, he found them a
disappointment, conceding only that there was a very
slight improvement; exactly what form this took he does
not make clear.
The adoption of gadgets such as poppet valve-gear
was generally a costly business, with the patents owned
by outside firms and the components themselves very

With LNER chimney and snifting-valve, B3 6167 was photographed in the shed yard at Neasden, probably in the period 1929-31
when it was allocated there.
expensive. Gresley's continued use of Lentz gear in
various locomotives suggests that the LNER may well
have set up some kind of special arrangement with the
patentees whereby costs were reduced. Whether or not
this was the case, the decision to try out the Caprotti gear
at a time when the Lentz experiments were still seen as
having a future, bearing in mind that examples of the
latter continued to appear during the thirties, was
something of a turnabout, and so far no explanation of
this appears to have been put forward.
Nos.6166 and 6168 settled down to a continuous
spell of service at Neasden for the next three years, this
including plenty of work on the 2.32 as Mr Clements'
notes show. The fact that they continued on this suggests
that they were performing adequately, but of course we
have no real evidence of improvement in fuel
consumption. In original form, according to Mr
Clements, the B3s were burning an average of between
60 and 651b of coal per mile, though this could sometimes
rise as high as 801b when heavy work was being done.
These rates of consumption would of course have been
common knowledge at the shed, and must surely have
been well in excess of what the Directors were
consuming, even when rostered to work the 2.32. So this
is yet another curiosity surrounding the utilisation of the
B3s.
Even before any work commenced on the Caprotti
conversions a Manchester recorder, Mr R.D.Dyson
travelled on the 2.32, the date being 23 May 1929, a
Thursday, with Lord Stuart of Worthy working the train to
Leicester. The train was taken forward by Leicester
Atlantic 5263, which went as far as Nottingham where
another change of engines took place, the last stage to
Sheffield being worked by a D9 4-4-0, No.6029; this was
an Immingham engine at the time, but normally this part
of the journey was taken by an engine and men from
Annesley. By this stage of course the 2.32 was agreat deal

lighter, with coaches detached at Leicester and
Nottingham, and large volumes of newspapers unloaded,
two guards being necessary for this work.
We come now to the start of the records kept by
R.H.N.Clements, spanning the period from September
1929 to August 1931 - an eloquent testament of course
to his dedication in being prepared to spend his nights
riding on the 2.32 instead of in bed like most other
people. He made notes of six runs during the latter part
of 1929, three each by Lord Faringdon and No.6167, the
erstwhile Uoyd George. The former appeared on I I and
13 September and 7 October, with the unnamed engine
noted on 14, 17 and 21 October. Loads varied equally
between eight and nine vehicles, the heavier trains being
worked on the three Mondays in October, though it is
doubtful if the day is of any special significance. As
mentioned before, the train consisted entirely of parcel
vans apart from a single passenger vehicle, and with the
considerable weight of the newspapers taken into
account the load was obviously an appreciable one,
estimated by Mr Clements at not less than 300 tons
where nine vehicles were involved.
By the date of his next journey, 18 March 1930, the
converted engines were now in service, though it was
April before he encountered one, his first journey being
with Lord Faringdon on the date noted. His next trip, on 22
March, was somewhat different, for this was his first run
behind a Director. The engine was Sir Berkeley Sheffield,
and it is interesting that on both these trips the same
driver was in charge, namely Jim Johnson; clearly the
night link drivers were quite accustomed to taking hold of
whatever engine happened to come along, switching
easily from a B3 to a Director and also to a Caprotti
rebuild, where in the last-named case the controls were
quite different.
A curiosity of the SLS Journal article is that Mr
Clements disclaims first-hand knowledge of the Caprotti
engines, but his notes show that on Monday 7 April he
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Lord Stuart ofWortley is seen at Nottingham Victoria in this picture, waiting for an Up return working. The Caprotti gear covers have
now been removed, and the pipe surrounding the cylinder, mentioned in the article, can be clearly seen. Photo by T.G. Hepburn
travelled behind Lord Stuart of Wortley, and during the
course of the year was to do so with both the rebuilds on
other occasions, although it was autumn before he
resumed his records. On Thursday 18 September he
travelled behind Jutland, the next day behind No.6167
and on the Saturday he noted Lord Stuart ofWortley once
again, thus making trips behind three different engine
types in three days. The driver on the first two occasions
was Herbert Threadgold, with no record for the
Saturday journey.
Mr Clements' first run with Earl Haig took place on 2
October, and the same engine was in charge again on
17th of that month, a Friday, with Jim Johnson at the
regulator. Apart from the Saturday, this was the start of
four successive nights with the same engine, Earl Haig
appearing on the following Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday; however on this last occasion the series
came to an abrupt and unexpected end when the engine
broke a cardan shaft at Finmere. It had to be somewhat
ingloriously replaced by Atlantic No.6085, hurriedly sent
out from Woodford. Harry Caine was at the regulator on
this melancholy occasion, and had also been in charge on
the two preceding days. Jim Johnson was driving the
engine on the preceding Friday, so we can glimpse here
something of the extent to which the engines were
shuffled about amongst the three drivers.
As readers will realise, the notes made by
R.H.N.Clements are very fragmentary, and it is hardly
possible to make any general pronouncements about
utilisation of the various types. With the regard to the
rebuilds however, one would have thought that if they
had shown any real advantage over the originals there
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would have been at least some evidence of this in the
running, but there is nothing to suggest that this was so.
Thus for instance in the period 1932-33 we find two
unconverted engines being transferred to Neasden,
namely Valour in November 1931 and No.6167 in
December of the following year, both after a spell at
Immingham.Also, in March 1933 Earl Haig was moved to
Gorton, bringing its long spell in London to an end. These
various moves are hard to reconcile with the notion of
the Caprottis being superior to the originals; it is clear
that none of the work they did could compare in difficulty
with the 2.32, yet all concerned were quite happy to send
two of the latter to Neasden, and when Earl Haig was
transferred to Gorton it worked in the No.2 Link, where
the turns were generally very easy ones. The reader is
directed to fig.28 in Part 2B of Locomotives o^ the LNER,
which shows Lord Stuart ofWortley climbing away from
Dinting in 1935 with a Manchester-Cleethorpes express
consisting of no more than five coaches; this was atypical
No.2Linkturn.
And yet in the normally very authoritative
Locomotives of the LNER it is claimed (Part 2B) that the
rebuilds showed a saving of 16% in fuel consumption.
This represents a very great economy, above all at a time
when the slump of the early thirties was approaching its
worst period, with engine crews as well as other grades
being laid off for lack of work; in these dire circumstances
we would surely expect to see the modified engines
working from Neasden where their more economical
fuel consumption would bring the greatest benefit.
Taking into account the transfers mentioned above, it is
hard to disagree with Mr Clements' verdict that the

Caprottis were a disappointment, and his opinion, based
on his own personal observations at the time, has the
effect of making the claim of a 16% reduction appear
distinctly dubious. It is also claimed in Part 2B that the
Caprottis aggregated higher mileages between repairs
than the originals, which again ought to have been an
incentive to keep them at Neasden as the regular
workings to Leicester and back, on the I Opm Mail as well
as the 2.32, entailed mileages considerably in excess of
that worked by engines in for example the Gorton No.2
Link, which included Ear/ Haig from March 1933.
The possibility remains of course that a small increase
in fuel economy together with improved mileages
between general repairs were enough to convince the
Locomotive Department that the rebuildings were
worth persevering with, because as we know Nos.6167
and 6164 were also converted in the period shortly
before the outbreak of war. This presumably would not
have happened if there had been a complete absence of
improvement in the first two conversions. Once again
however it has to be said that the whole episode remains
somewhat murky.
Another relevant matter concerns the question of the
Caprotti engines'.availability. Although it is stated in Part
2B that they were very reliable in service, there appear to
have been a number of failures which would not have
occurred on a piston-valve engine. The same account
refers to breakage of the scrolls which activated the
cams, these apparently being of cast-iron and hence too
soft, though the fault is said to have been rectified by
fitting scrolls made from bronze; perhaps we can place
this under the heading of the teething troubles which

might be likely to affect any previously untried item of
equipment. Apparently more serious however was the
breakage of the cardan shaft described by
R.H.N.Clements. He remarks in his article that the engine
had been repaired by 8 December, which meant that it
was out of serivce for eight weeks, assuming of course
that the repair had not been done some time prior to the
date of Mr Clements' journey. The delay is probably
explained by the fact that the replacement would have to
be ordered specially from the manufacturers; as for the
fitting, it is possible that this was done during what is
described in the records as a light repair at Gorton which
was completed on 22 November.
The later history of the Caprotti engines suggests that
the problems with the gear, whatever form they may have
taken, had not been entirely solved even as late as 1933,
for after their reallocation to Gorton in the spring of that
year they received modifications to the large box-shaped
covers which enclosed the valve-gear, these being
intended to protect the mechanism from ingress of dirt
and very clearly visible in photographs. The covers were
pierced by a number of large holes, the explanation for
this being that the gear was overheating; later the covers
were removed altogether, presumably because the holes
had failed to keep the mechanism sufficiently cool, and
they were never restored. Like so much else about the
Caprotti engines these things are not without their
curious side. Why did it take more than three years
before any action was taken regarding the overheating,
which must presumably have been apparent from the
time the engines went into traffic after conversion? It
would seem to be a fairly obvious and simple remedy to

Earl Haig stands outside Nottingham Victoria station in this view. The Newspaper did not run on Sunday mornings, and the B3s were
sometimes used on that day to work excursions to Nottingham.

Earl Beatty at Leicester Central shortly after its conversion to Caprotti gear in June 1939. It is seen on the centre road awaiting an Up
return working, being based at Woodford by the time of this picture.
open up the covers, or take them off, yet nothing was
done at Neasden, nor at Gorton either, because of
course Lord Stuart of Wortley worked as we have said
from the latter for a number of weeks following its
conversion..
One small curiosity that has arisen out of study of the
Caprotti B3 photographs is that folowing removal of the
original box-type covers a pipe appeared below runningplate level, angled downwards by means of elbox joints to
avoid the cylinder, and thus appearing to surround the
cylinder when viewed from the side. It can be seen on
both sides of the engines, and when Nos.6164 and 6167
were converted later on they too acquired these curious
pipes. It is noticeable however that they were not
present when the original conversions were carried out
in 1929, nor did Earl Haig carry them when it was in traffic
with holes bored in the cover. No photograph of Lord
Stuart of Wortley has so far been traced showing it in this
condition, hence we do not know whether it ever ran in
this form. This writer has no knowledge of what purpose
the additional pipe served, and the apparent absence of
any previous reference to them in published accounts
very much suggests that they have been overlooked. The
views of readers on this matter are warmly invited, but
the suggestion surely must be that the work done on the
engines following their return to Gorton in 1933 involved
more than simply alterations to and removal of the valvegear covers.
Earl Haig arrived back at Neasden in December 1935
for what was its third and proved to be its longest spell in
London. Lord Stuart of Wortley followed three months
later, staying even longer as it turned out. As had
happened before, other engines of the Class were moved
away so that there were once more three B3s at the
shed, and there is evidence that they were still being used
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in the night link. With so many moves taking place it
becomes virtually impossible to explain what was
happening in terms of differences between the original
and rebuilt engines, and it is tempting to wonder whether
at some stage there may have been some kind of
improvement made to the former which brought them
nearer in performance to the Caprottis. For by this time
of course some of the well-tried Directors were being
taken off the best turns, displaced by the increasing
number of B17s now working on the GC. But the B3s
continued at Neasden as before, and the allocation of
Directors was not increased.
The records of Caprotti repairs as published in
Yeadon's Register tell an interesting story. Earl Haig
visited Gorton on four occasions from its conversion up
to December 1934, and No.6168 made no fewer than
eight visits during the same period; all these spells in the
works are described as light repairs. No corresponding
pattern of visits appears in the repair history of the other
four B3s, so it seems very likely that these so-called light
repairs involved attention to the Caprotti gear. Some of
the visits were of very short duration, often no more than
a week, but in total the time spent out of traffic is not
inconsiderable, especially if we take into account the
likelihood of idle time spent awaiting attention, whether
in the sidings at Neasden or the yard at Gorton works, or
even both. Such an interrupted pattern of availability may
help to explain some at least of the recorded appearances
of piston-valve engines on the 2.32. Perhaps the same
explanation is valid for the Directors, for even as early as
1930 R.H.N.Clements noted Jutland on 18 September,
Vpres on 15 October and I November, and Edwin A.
Beazley on 10 November. Other examples could be
given.
As a kind of finale to his notes of the 2.32, Mr

The modern idiom at Neasden is represented here by Doncaster Rovers, looking very impressive as these engines always did, but
fearfully unpopular with the Neasden footplatemen. It was based there from new until 1939 and is known to have been used as a
spare engine to cover the Marylebone-Manchester workings. How much work it did on the night jobs, if any, is unclear.
Clements recorded three occasions in 1931 when after
travelling to Leicester in the usual way he came back to
Marylebone on the 6.1 Oam stopping train from Leicester
mentioned earlier. Thus on Saturday 15 August Earl
Beatty went out with the Newspaper, the crew being
Driver Wardle and Fireman Dash, and the same engine
and men duly returned on the 6.10. Trainloads were the
usual nine coaches on the 2.32, and seven on the return.
Earl Beatty had arrived at Neasden the previous
December, so that for much of 1931 there were four B3s
at the shed, including of course the two Caprottis.
Despite this however the Directors were not entirely
absent from the working, for on 21 August he noted
Ypres taking out the Newspaper and returning as before,
this time with Jack Stephens now partnering Fireman
Dash. Exactly a week later Earl Beatty was back again, on
this occasion with Driver Summerland and Fireman
Bailey on board. Loads were the same on all three nights,
both out and back.
These three observations took place on successive
weeks, and appear to give us an insight into the crews'
rosters, with Drivers Wardle, Summerland and Stephens
noted during each week. A fourth man whose name
appears in the notes is a Driver Powell, who although not
featuring in the list of Newspaper journeys was in charge
of the 10.5 Mail on three occasions during 1931, driving
Ear/ Beatty on two nights and Sir Berkeley Sheffield on the
third, working with a Fireman Jacobs on the last occasion.
Driver Powell is not mentioned anywhere else in the
notes, nor is he referred to in the '5267' article, and the
fact that his journeys took place during the months of
June and July may simply mean that he was standing in for
the regular night-link drivers while they were on holiday.
With the journeys made by R.H.N.Clements coming
to an end, further details of the 2.32 are virtually non
existent, although several years later the train came very

briefly into the limelight when O.S.Nock published
details of a trip made on 16 May 1936. From the
locomotive point of view considerable interest attaches
to this event, principally because the engine on that
occasion was B17 Gayton Hall, which was allocated to
Gorton shed at the time. According to correspondence
exchanged between O.S.Nock and the late Eric Rose the
B17 was a late substitute for the regular engine, which as
the driver, Ted Simpson, explained, should have been a
Caprotti B3. Why the switch was made O.S.Nock
evidently did not know, but it seems quite likely that the
Running Foreman, knowing in advance of Mr Nock's
footplate trip decided to put the more modern engine on
show for his benefit. We cannot say whether or not
Driver Simpson was a party to the switch, but he was
apparently very annoyed, claiming that the converted B3
was a far better engine than a B17. This verdict,
expressed by a senior driver who was on Neasden main
line work at the time, is hard to argue with, but it is a
known fact that the B17s were very unpopular at
Neasden, where there was a very strong preference for
GC types, above all of course the Directors, which had
been ever-present at the shed since before the First War.
Driver Simpson's remark may to some extent be
dismissed as the sort of prejudice which was very
common among enginemen of all railways, but it does
sound as though he had a good opinion of the Caprotti
engines. So despite all that has been said above they may
have managed to establish themselves, and at any rate
were still being diagrammed for the 2.32 as late as 1936.
The appearance of Gayton Hall is a curiosity.
Assuming that traffic was running normally, the only way
that Gorton-based B17s could reach Neasden was by
coming up on one of the two through passenger
workings. Both of these brought Gorton engines into
London in the evening, giving ample time for engine
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preparation prior to working the 2.32. However, with
the first of the return Manchester workings timed to
leave Marylebone at 8.45am, it meant that only one of
the two visitors could be rostered for the Newspaper
turn, as it did not return to Neasden until well after the
Down train had left. Logically therefore Cayton Hall
should have appeared on the later Manchester
departure, which was of course the well-known 3.20, but
it is known that on that day this train was worked by 2830
Thoresby Park. So how Cayton Hall got to London in the
first place, and by what means it went back to
Manchester we are not able to say.
The episode is of further interest in that it
foreshadowed a change in the locomotive arrangements
governing the 2.32. In order to make better use of the
engine which brought in the 2.20 Up Manchester express
it was now rostered for the Newspaper. This meant that
the train was now hauled by Neasden and Gorton
engines on alternate days. It is not known when this
change was introduced, but of course it represented a
notable departure from the old days, when directly on
arrival the engine of the 3.20 Down was taken to it^
appointed spot at the shed, whereupon the senior
cleaners would get to work restoring it to its customary
spotless condition. By this time of course the Gorton
engine was always a B17, which would certainly not be to
the liking of the Neasden crews, and one wonders
whether in practice the new arrangement was actually
adhered to, or whether it was simply allowed to lapse. It
is unlikely also that the men on the Manchester job were
happy with the idea of doing a 200-mile round trip on top
of the long mileages that were being worked during the
daytime.
As a possible example of the above arrangement, a
follow-up to Mr Clements' article in Essays in Steam
(p.39) refers to a trip on the 2.32 with 2816 Fallodon, one
of Gorton's long-lasting BI7s, with Neasden driver
Tommy Buckle at the regulator. There was also an
assistant engine on this occasion, apparently returning to
Leicester, and not surprisingly a very fast run resulted. No
mention is made however of the dislike of the B17
engines referred to above, and it is noticeable that in his
article Mr Clements speaks highly of the Class, being of
the opinion that they were superior to the B3s by virtue
of being a much more modern design. He must
presumably have never had the opportunity of riding on
the footplate of a B17 on a fast train such as the 2.32, or
he would perhaps have understood why the London men
never cared for them. And although in another part of his
article he is somewhat critical of the B3 design on the
basis that the high firehole demanded hard work for the
fireman, especially in relation to the low shovelling-plate,
he apparently did not realise that the BI7s were very
unpopular with GC firemen because the long grate was
difficult to fire, whereas on the B3s and other GC types
the steeply sloping grate meant that the fireman need do
no more than drop the coal inside the firehole door.
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It is likely that Mr Clements' favourable opinion of the
B17s owes something to the writings of Cecil J.Allen,
who in 1937 is on record as saying that "most GC
express-passenger problems have been simplified by the
introduction of the Sandringham 4-6-0s." In fact a few of
them had been allocated to Neasden two years or so
earlier, but they did not last long and it seems clear that
the men never took to them. In I936acoupleofthenew
Footballers also arrived at Neasden, along with the
almost-new Helmingham Hall, but these also failed to
make much impression and did not have a long reign. In
his 1937 article Mr Allen mentions one of the latter trio,
Doncaster Rovers, working the 2.32 with Driver Fred
France on the footplate, and a number of other B17 logs
appear in the article, though these concern Leicesterbased engines. As a modern design, one might even say
an LNER standard with their various Gresley features,
the BI7s were evidently the engines of the future
compared with the rival Gorton products which were
now in some cases twenty years old or more. Thus in
their desire to persist with the latter the Neasden men
were clearly very much out of step with the times, and
this must almost certainly be the reason why they lost the
through working to Manchester in 1937, this now
becoming a Gorton 'double-ender.'
However there was presently to be an ironic twist to
the story, for as readers will no doubt know, it was not
much over a year later that the B17s themselves began to
fall by the wayside in their turn, being replaced by Pacifies
Though little has appeared in print on the subject, they
had evidently been found wanting on the heaviest trains,
and so it came about that the Marylebone-Manchester
line was brought up to East Coast route standards. It was
a development which must have occasioned a certain
interest among the footplatemen at Neasden, who
presumably had the satisfaction of knowing that their
dislike of the B17s was not entirely a matter of prejudice.
The very fragmentary notes of the 2.32 as it ran in its
later years are of interest not only from the locomotive
point of view. The mention of drivers such as Ted
Simpson and Fred France very much suggests that the
night link had now been disbanded, with the turns being
incorporated into the No. I link; if that was so, then the
wheel had come full circle, with the situation now the
same as that described at the start of these notes.
As a footnote to the record of work done by the
Caprotti B3s, Mr Allen's 1937 article includes reference
to a trip by Lord Stuart of Wortley made between
Leicester and Nottingham in which the B3 equalled the
time recorded by B17 Fallodon over the same stretch.
And in a slightly different sense the details of Mr Nock's
journey on the footplate of Cayton Hall deserve a
mention, since he recorded a good trip with the a
punctual arrival at Leicester, so whatever feelings Driver
Simpson and his colleagues might have had about the
B17s they were capable of doing all that was necessary to
keep time with the engines.

